**Figure a**

RV dP/dtmax (mmHg/sec)

- Normal control
- MCT
- MCT + Digoxin
- MCT + C. dae (50 µg/kg)
- MCT + C. dae (100 µg/kg)
- MCT + C. dae (200 µg/kg)

**Figure b**

RV dP/dt/P (1/sec)

- Normal control
- MCT
- MCT + Digoxin
- MCT + C. dae (50 µg/kg)
- MCT + C. dae (100 µg/kg)
- MCT + C. dae (200 µg/kg)

**Notes:**

- # indicates a significant difference from Normal control.
- * indicates a significant difference from MCT.
- ** indicates a significant difference from MCT + C. dae (50 µg/kg).
- *** indicates a significant difference from MCT + C. dae (100 µg/kg).